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METACOMPACT NEARNESS SPACES 

JOHN W. CARLSON 

ABSTRACT. Metacompact nearness spaces and near
ness maps are shown to form a bireflective subcategory of 
NEAR. The metacompact nearness structure generated 
by the collection of point finite open covers of a sym
metric topological space is studied. Under suitable con
ditions, the completion of such a space is shown to be 
the smallest metacompact subspace of the Wallman com
pactification containing the original space. 

INTRODUCTION 

A nearness space is called a metacompact nearness space 
provided every uniform cover is refined by a point finite uni
form cover. Metacompact nearness spaces were introduced by 
Bentley in [4]. 

It is shown that META, the subcategory of NEAR consist
ing of the metacompact nearness spaces and nearness maps, is 
bireflective in NEAR. From this it follows that the product of 
a family of metacompact nearness spaces is a metacompact 
nearness space and a subspace of a metacompact nearness 
space is a metacompact nearness space. 

A particular metacompact nearness structure, denoted by 
jtPF, is studied in detail. It is defined to be the nearness struc
ture on a symmetric topological space X generated by the fam
ily of all point finite open covers on the space. It is shown that 
the full subcategory of NEAR consisting of objects of the form 
(X, J.LPF ) , where X is a symmetric topological space, is isomor
phic to the category TOP, of symmetric topological spaces and 
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continuous maps. 
It is shown that if Y is a T1 metacompact extension of X 

then p,y C P,PF. An example is provided to show that (X, P,PF) 

need not be concrete. However, under suitable conditions, 
(X*, P,PF*), the completion of the space (X, P,PF) , is the s
mallest metacompact subspace of wX, the Wallman Compact
ification of X, containing X. 

1. PRELIMINARIES. 

We will assume that the reader is basically familiar with the 
concept of a nearness space as defined by Herlich in [7] and [8]. 

Definition 1.1. Let X be a set and p, a collection of cover.s 
of X, called uniform covers. Then (X, p,) 'is a nearness space 
provided: 

N1. 1i E P, and 1i refines [, implies [, E p,. 
N2. {X} E P, and 0 ¢ p,. 
N3. If 1i E I" and [, E P, then 11, 1\ [, = {H n L : H E 11, 

and L E [,} E p,. 
N4. rl E I" implies {int(H): H E 1i} E p,. 

(int(H) = {x : {X - {x}, H} E 1".) 

For a given nearness space (X, 1") the collection of sets that 
are "near" is given by e= {1i C P(X) : {X - H : .H E rl} ~ 
I"}. The closure operator generated by a nearness space is given 
by c1e(A) = {x : {{x},A} E {}. If we are primarily using 
these "near" collections we will denote the nearness space by 
(X,e). The underlying topology of a nearness space is always 
symmetric: that is, x E {V} implies y E {x}. 

Definition 1.2. Let (X, e) be a nearness space. The nearness 
space is called: 

(1) topological provided rl E eimplies n1i # 0. 
(2) complete provided each e-cluster is fixed; that is, nrt # 

ofor each maximal element 11, in e. 
(3) concrete provided each near collection	 is contained in 

some e-cluster. 
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(4) contigual provided 1i fj. eimplies there exists a finite 
£ C 1i such that £ f/. e· 

(5) totally bounded provided 1i fj. eimplies there exist a 
finite £ C 1i such that n.£: = 0. 

Let (X, t) be a symmetric topological space~ Set: 

et = {1-£ c P(X) : n1-£ :F 0} 
ep = {1-£ c P(X) : 1-£ has f. i. p .}
eL = {1i C P(X) : 11, has c. i. p } 

Each of these is a compatible nearness structure on X. They 
can be defined equivalently as follows: 

p't = {£, C P(X) : £, is refined by an open cover of X} 
p,p = {£ C P(X) : £, is refined by a finite open cover of X} 
P,L = {£, C P(X) : £, is refined by a lcountable open cover 

of X}. 

ep is called the Pervin nearness structure on X and eL the 
Lindelof nearness structure on X. They are discussed in [5] 
and [4], respectively. 

Definition 1.3 Let F be a closed filter in a topological space 
(X,t). Set A(F) = {A : A E F}. If :F is a prime closed filter, 
set O(F) = {O E t : X - 0 f/. F}. 

H F is a prime closed filter then O(F) is a prime open filter 
and if F is a closed ultrafilter then lO(F) is a minimal prime 
open filter and in this case O(F) = {O E t : there exists F E F 
with 0 :::> F}. That is; if F is a closed ultrafilter then the open 
envelope of F is a minimal prime open filter [6]. 

2. METACOMPACT NEARNESS SPACES 

Definition 2.1 A nearness space: (X, p,) is called a meta
compact nearness space if for each 1t E P, there exists a .£: E P, 

such that £, refines 1i and .£: 'is point finite. If (X, t) is a sym
metric topological space, set p'PF = {£, C P(X) : There exists 
a point finite open cover of X that refines £,}. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let (X, t) be a symmetric topological space. 
Then: 

(1)	 JlpF is a compatible metacompact nearness structure on 
x. 

(2)	 {PF = {1i c P(X) : X\1i is not refined by a point 
finite open cover of X }. 

(3)	 If Jl is a compatible metacompact nearness structure on 
X then Jl C JlPF· 

Theorem 2.3. Let (X, t) be a symmetric topological space. 
Then: 

(1)	 {t C {PF C {p 
(2)	 Jlp C JlpF C Jlt· 

Theorem 2.4. (1) 1/1t E {PF then 1t has the finite inter
section property. 

(2)	 If 1{, E {PF then the closed filter :F generated by 1{, 

belongs to ePF. 
(3)	 If1{, is a ePF-cluster and :F is the closed filter generated 

by 1{, then F is a prime closed filter. 

Proof. (1) Since ePF C ep it follows that if 1-l E ePF then 1-l 
has the f. i. p. (2) Let 1{, E {PF. Then 1{, has the f. i. p. and 
let :F denote the closed filter generated by ft. If:F ¢ {PF then 
X\F E J-LPF and there exist "a point finite open refinement 0 
of X\F. Let 0 E O. Then there exists At, ... ,An E 11, such 
that 

o C X - (At n A2 n ... n An) = (X - At) U (X - A2 ) U ... U 
(X - An). 

Set PO(k) = 0 n (X - Ak ). Then the collection {PO(k) : 1 ~ 
k < n(O); 0 E O} is a point finite open refinement of X\1-l. 
But this is impossible since 1-l E ePF. Hence :F E ePF. 

(3) Let 1{, be a ePF-cluster and :F the closed filter generated 
by 'H. To see that F is prime let F and G be closed sets 
such that F U G E F. H F fJ. :F and G fJ. :F is follows that 
{F} U 1-l fJ. ePF and {G} U 1-l fJ. ePF and thus 

({F} U ft) V ({G} U ft) ¢ ePF. 
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But:F = ({F} U rt) V ({G} U R) E ePF and we have a 
contradiction. Therefore F is a a prime closed filter. 

Example 2.5 To see that ePF need not be concrete consider 
the half-disc topology on X = P lJ L where P = {(x, y) : 
x,y E lR and y > O} and L the real axis where P has the usual 
topology t and the topology on X is t together with all sets of 
the form {x} U (P n U) where x ELand U is an Euclidean 
neighborhood of x in the plane. This is precisely example 78 in 
[9] where it is shown that X is countably metacompact but any 
covering of X by basis elements has :no point finite refinement. 

Now let £ be any open cover of X by basic elements and let 
£, = £ u {P}. It is an easy observation that £, also has no point 
finite open refinement. Let F be the closed filter generated by 
{X - 0 : 0 E £}. Since £ f/. P,PF is follows that :F E ePF. 

Suppose ePF is concrete. Then there exists a ePF-cluster A 
. containing F. By Theorem 2.4, A = fi is a prime closed filter. 

Since X is countably metacompact it follows that rt has the 
countable intersection property. 

Since P E £ it follows that L E F lC rt. Since nfi c n:F = 0 
it follows that {x} f/. rt for each x E L. 

Now each (a,b) C L is closed in X·. Either, for some integer 
k, (k, k + 1) E 1i or (k, k + 1) ¢ 1i for all integers k. 

Suppose (k, k + 1) E 1i. Then (k, k +1) = (k, (2k +1)/2) U 
{(2k + 1)/2} U ((2k + 1)/2,k + 1). Now {(2k + 1)/2} f/. fi 
and thus either (k, (2k +1)/2) E 1i or ((2k +1)/2, k +1) E fi. 
Continuing in this manner, one constructs a sequence of nested 
intervals each of which belongs to 1i but whose intersection is 
empty. This is impossible since 1i has the c. i. p. 

Hence the assumption that (k, k + 1) E fi for some integer k 
leads to a contradiction and thus it follows that for all integers 
k,(k,k+1)¢fi. 

Now L = (-00,0) U {OJ U (0,00) E 1i. Since {OJ ¢ fi, either 
(-00,0) E fi or (0,00) E fi. Suppose (0, (0) E fi. Then (0, 1)U 
{1} U(1, (0) E 'H. Since (0, 1) ¢ 'H and {1} ¢ fi it follows that 
(1, 00) E fi. Repeating the argument, one has that (n, 00) E fi 
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for each positive integer n. Thus {(n, (0) : n E N} C 1-{, but 
'H has the c. i. p. and therefore this is impossible. A similar 
contradiction follows from the assumption that (-00,0) E 'H. 
Thus, J=' is not contained in a prime closed filter 1-{, E ePF. 

Hence, ePF is not concrete. 
It is known [5], IJp = IJL iff X is countably compact and 

IJL = IJt iff X is Lindelof. 

Theorem 2.6. Let X be a symmetric topological space. Then: 

(1)	 Itt = ItPF iff X is metacompact. 
(2)	 IJL C IJpF iff X is countably metacompact. 
(3)	 IJpF C ItL iff every point finite open cover of X has a 

countable subcover. 

Theorem 2.7. let X be a symmetric topological space. The 
following statements are equivalent. 

(1)	 Itp = ItPF· 
(2)	 Every point finite open cover ofX has a finite subcover. 
(3)	 ItPF is totally bounded. 
(4)	 JJpF is contigual. 

It is well-known that the category of symmetric topologi
cal spaces is isomorphic to the subcategory of Near consisting 
of all topological nearness spaces and nearness maps. Since 
they are isomorphic, we identify them and call it .TOP. The 
isomorophism maps (X,t) to (X,et). 

It was shown in [5] that the categories of Pervin Nearness 
Spaces and nearness maps and Lindelof Nearness Spaces and 
nearness maps are each isomorphic to TOP. 

Let META denote the full subcategory of NEAR consisting 
of all metacompact nearness spaces and nearness maps. Define 

T: NEAR -+ META by T(X,IJ) = (X,T(Jl)), 
where T(IJ) = {'H E Jl : there exists [, E Jl which refines 'H and 
[, is point finite} 

Theorem 2.9. (1) META is a bireflective full subcategory 
of NEAR. 
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(2) The restriction of T to TOP is an isomorphism. 

Proof. Let (X,p,) be a nearness space and g: (X,p,) -+ (Y,v) 
be a near map where (Y, v) is a metacompact nearness space. 
Define h : (X,T(p,)) -+ (Y,v) by h(x) = g(x) for all x E X. 
To see that h is a near map let & E v. Then there exists P E v 
such .. that P is point finite and refines &. Now int(P) is in 
v and is also point finite. g-l(int(P)) is an open point finite 
cover of X. Hence g-l(int(1')) beloIlgs to T(p,) and therefore 
h-1(&) E T(p,). 

To see (2), note that T(X, P,t) = (X, P,PF). The only part 
of the proof that is not immediately evident is if f : (X, t) -+

(Y, s) is a continuous map then f : (X, J.LPF) -+ (Y, VPF) is a 
near map. Let & E VPF. Then there exists' a point finite open 
cover P of Y that refines &. Since j~ is continuous, f-l(1') is 
a point finite open cover of X. Hence /-1(&) E J.LPF and / is 
a near map. 

Since NEAR is a properly fibred topological category, it is 
known, Herrlich [8], that an epireflective subcategory of N
EAR is closed under the formation of subobjects and products. 
Thus, we have the following result. 

Corollary 2.10. The product of a 1~onempty family of meta
compact nearness space is a metacompact nearness space. The 
subspace of a metacompact nearness space is a met"acompact 
nearness space. 

3. EXTENSIONS 

All spaces in this section are assumed to be T1• An extension 
Y of a space X is a space in which X is densely embedded. 
Unless otherwise noted, we will assume for notational conve
nience that X C Y. It is well known that for any extension Y 
of X there exists an equivalent extension Y' with X c Y'. 

HY is an extension of X then ~ = {A c 1'(X) : n clyA =F 0} 
is called the nearness structure on X induced by Y. Equiva
lently, JL = \U c 'P(X) : U op(U) = Y} where op(U) 
{op(U) : U E U} and op(U) = Y - cly(X - U). 
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Let (Y, t) be a topological space and X =Y. For each y E Y, 
set 01/ = {O n X : yEO E t}. Then {01/ : Y E Y} is called 
the filter trace of Y on X. 

The strict extension topology ( See Banaschewski [1]) on Y 
is generated by the base {O* : 0 E t(X)}, where 0* = {y E 
Y : O·E 01/}. Let Y be a T1 extension of X. Then Y is a strict 
extension 'of X if and only if {ely A : A C X} is a base for the 
closed sets in Y. 

Herrlich and Bentley's completion of a nearness space [2] 
can be described as follows. Let (X, e) be a T1 nearness space. 
Let X* be the set of all e-clusters and for A C X let el(A) = 
{A E X* : A E A}. A nearness structure e* is defined on X* 
as follows: 

B E e* provided {A eX: there exists B E B with B C 
cl(A)} E e. (X*, e*) is a complete nearness space and eleX = 
X*. Also, for A C X,ele.(A) = el(A). 

Herrlich and Bentley [3], also describe the completion in the 
following equivalent manner. The function e : X -+ X* maps 
every x E X onto the cluster Az , consisting of those subsets 
of X which have x as an adherent point. For any subset B of 
X, the set B* denotes the set of all p E X* such that B meets 
every member of the cluster p. A cover e of X* belongs to Jl* 
provided there exists P E JJ such that {p* : PEP} refines £. 

The following two important theorems are due to Bentley 
and Herrlich [2]. 

Theorem A. For any T1 nearness space (X, e) the following 
conditions are equivalent. 

(1)	 eis a nearness structure induced on X by a strict ex
tension. 

(2)	 The completion X* of X is topological. 
(3)	 eis concrete. 

The~rem B. Strict extensions are equivalent if and only if 
they Induce the same nearness structure. 
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Theorem C. (Carlson [6]) Let (X, t) be a T1 topological space, 

The·n: 
(1)	 ep is a compatible concrete contigual nearness structure 

onX. 
(2)	 The ep-clusters are of the form A(F) = {A eX: A E 

.r}, where F is a closed ultrafilter on X · 
(3)	 ep = {A c P(X) : A C A(F) for some closed ultrafil

ter F}. 
(4)	 (X*,ep.) is the Wallman cOTTlpactijication of (X,t). 
(5)	 If (X, t) is normal then (X·, ep.) is the Stone-tech 

compactijication of (X, t). 

Theorem D. (Carlson (6J) Let (X, {) be a T1 nearness space 
and (X*, e*) its completion. Then the trace filters on X are 
given by 

(1)	 0:1: = {O E t(e) : x E O} for x E X, and 
(2)	 O.A = {O E t(e) : X - 0 ¢ A} for A E X* - X. 

Thus, if X is a T1 topological space and ep the Pervin near
ness structure on X then the trace filters of (X·, ej,) are of the 
form O.A(:F) = O(.r) where .r is a closed ultrafilter on X. 

Let (X, e) be a T1 nearness space and (X*, e*) its completion. 
Recall that op(A) = X* - cl(X - A) for A C X. Moreover, 
the notation U·, for U eX, has been used to indicate the 
collection of e-clusters A such that UnA f:= 0 for eaCh A E A 
and also, if U is open in X, to denote the family of e-clusters A 
such that O.A, the trace filter of A, contains U. The following 
theorem notes that this notation is consistent. 

Theorem 3.1. Let (X, e) be a T1 nearness space and 0 an 
open set in X. Then: 

op(O) = {A E X* : 0 n A f:= 0 for each A E A} 
= {A E X* : 0 E ".A} = 0·. 

Theorem 3.2. Let (X, p,) be a T1 nearness space. Then: 

(1)	 U E p, iffU* E p,* 
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(2) Let 0 be an open cover of X. Then 0 E Jl iff O· E Jl•. 

It' follows that if (X, JlPF) is concrete then £ E JlPF. if and 
only if there exists a point finite open cover P of X such that 
'P. refines E. 

It was shown in Example 2.5 that ePF need not be concrete. 
The following theorem show that when ePF is concrete and each 
eLF-cluster is a {p-cluster then its completion is a metacompact 
strict extension of X. 

Theorem 3.3. If ePF is concrete and each ePF-cluster is a 
ep-cluster then (X· ;ePF) is metacompact. 

Proof. Let 'P. = {Pp• : f3 E O} be a basic open cover of X·. 
Then'P = {Pp : f3 E O} E JlPF. Then there·exists a point finite 
open cover 0 = {Oo : 0 E A} that refines P. . 

Since 0 E !JPF it follows that O· = {O: : 0 E A} is an open 
cover of X·. Easily, O· refines p •. 

Claim: O· is point finite. Suppose not. Then there ex
ists A(F) E X· such that A(F) belongs to infinitely many 
members of 0·. Thus, there exists a countably infinite collec
tion {O:(i) : i E N} c O· such that A(F) E O;(i) for each 
i E N. Now, by Definition 1.3 and theorem D, A(F) E O;(i) 

iff Oo(i) E O(F). . 
Case 1. nF =F 0. Then F = F:e for some x E X and hence 

x E n{Oo(i) : i E N} which contradicts the fact that 0 is point 
finite. 

Case 2. nF = 0. Now for each i E N there exists Fi E F 
such that Fi C Oo(i). For each i E N, set Ni = F1 nF2 n...nFi 

and Si = X - Ni • Then: 
(A) N l :::> N2 :::> ••• :::> Ni :::> • • • 
(B) Ni E F and Oo(i) :::> Ni' for each i E N. 

Now set Ql = 81 and for i E N\{1} set Qi = Oo(i-l) n Si. 

Claim: {Qi : i E N} is a point finite open cover of X. For 
each x E X, there exists i(x) = min{k: x ¢ Nk}. If i(x) = 1 
then x E Ql.H i(x) > 1 then x E Ni(x)-l C Oo(i(x)-I) and 
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x ¢ Ni(:c) which implies x E X - Ni(:c) = Si(X). Thus, x E 
Oa(i(z)-l) n Si(:c) = Qi(:c). Thus, {Qi :: i E N} is an open cover. 
It is point finite since {Oa(i) : i E N} is point finite. 

Now {Qi : i E N} c X\:F which implies that X\:F E P,PF 
which is impossible since F E ePF. 

Hence, A(:F) can not be contained in infinitely many mem
bers of O· and then O· is a point finite open refinement of 'P•. 
Therefore, X· is metacompact. 

Theorem 3.4. Let Y be a T1 extension of X. If Y is meta
compact then p,y C P,PF. 

Proof. Let S = {So: Q E A} E p,y. Then & = {op(Sa) : Q E 
A} is an open cover of Y. Then there exists a point finite open 
refinement 'P = {Pp : PE O} of &. Then {Pp n X: PE O} is 
a point finite open refinement of S and therefore S E P,PF. 

. Corollary 3.5. Let X eYe wX. If Y is metacompact then 
p,y C P,PF. 

Definition 3.6 Let X be a T1 topological space. Let X be the 
subspace of (X·, ep) = wX, the Wallman compactification of 
x, defined as follows: X = {A(F) :: X\F contains no point 
finite open refinement}. 

Theorem 3.7. (1) et c ex c ePF c ep 
(2) J.tp C p'PF C J.tx C J.tt 

Theorem 3.8. The following statements are equivalent. 

(1) X is metacompact. 
(2) ePF is concrete and each ePF-cluster is a e,,-cluster. 
(3) ePF = ex· 
(4) J.tPF = J.tx· 

Proof. Statements (3) and (4) are easily equivalent. 
(1) implies (2). Since X is metacompact, it follows by theo

rems 3.4 and 3.7, that Ux = P,PF. Thus ePF = ex and hence 
ePF is concrete and each ePF-c}uster is a ep-c}uster. 
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(2) implies (3). By (2), each 11, E ePF is contained in a ePF

cluster, say £, and £ is a ep-cluster. Hence £ is a ex-cluster 
and thus 11, E ex· Hence ePF = ex· 

(3) implies (1). If ePF = ex it follows that ePF is concrete 
and hence X= (X·,ePF) is metacompact .by theorem 3.1 . 
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